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Judge President, Justices, members and friends of the Blignault 
family, colleagues:

The Bar respectfully associates itself with the tribute just paid 
by the Judge President to the late Justice A.P. Blignault, and in 
extending condolences to his family and friends gathered here 
today.

Andries Petrus Blignault - always André to his friends, often 
affectionately “Blikkies” to his colleagues - died just two weeks 
short of what would have been his 72nd birthday on 1 May 2018. 
It is almost exactly two years since his retirement from acting 
service on 30 April 2016. We miss him greatly, both as colleague 
and as a judge.

I am privileged to be asked to pay this tribute on behalf of the 
Bar. For over 40 years my own life intersected with his. We went 
to the same universities; it was to him (and to Justice Griesel) I 
turned for advice as to whether I should follow them to the Cape 
Bar; on his advice, I had the same pupil-master (Justice Dennis 
van Reenen, as he became); we took silk together; we shared a 
suite of chambers for 18 years; working in chambers on Satur-
days, indulging an enthusiasm for (avant garde, as it then was) 
French plunger coffee; we were friends.

To the comprehensive biographical details given by the Judge 
President, there are few additions to be made. The first is that his 
academic achievements at school were achieved at the Sentrale 
Hoërskool, in Bloemfontein (with Justices Griesel and Steyn, he 
represents a Free State émigré cohort on the Cape Bench). It was 
in 1963 that he achieved the high academic distinction in matric 
to which the Judge President had referred. But also to be dis-
closed is the fact that the only subject in which he did not obtain 
a straight A was English. André liked to say that this in fact ex-
plains why he managed to come top in the Free State: he was the 
only matriculant that year who could speak a little English. 

At Stellenbosch, André graduated BA in 1967 and LLB in 1969 
(when he was top of his class). Always interested in languages, 

he found the time and opportunity to study German at the 
Goethe-Institut at Gräfing, and French at Grenoble.

Elected, as the Judge President has noted, to a Rhodes Schol-
arship in 1970, at Oxford André turned aside from law. He read 
politics, philosophy and economics at Brasenose, returning to 
South Africa in 1973 to take up a lectureship in economics at 
UNISA. Little-known is the fact that while in academe André was 
a founding member of the organisation, Verligte Aksie, founded 
by Professor Willem Joubert (dean of law at UNISA) and others 
to advance progressive political thinking, particularly in univer-
sities and the professions. He was one of those who disproved 
Helen Suzman’s sally that verligtes were people who had candles 
on their ox-wagons.

André returned to the law. In 1974 he took up articles of 
clerkship with the-then leading firm in Cape Town of Jan S. de 
Villiers & Co (since subsumed into Werksmans). He was admit-
ted as an attorney in 1975. Highly regarded in his firm, André 
undoubtedly would have been admitted to partnership and 
followed a successful career in the attorneys’ profession, had 
that been his choosing. But he was attracted to the Bar. Joining 
the Cape Bar in October 1975, he was one of the first to complete 
formal pupillage (as opposed to its more languid forebear, “read-
ing in chambers”). He quickly built up a very successful practice 
in commercial work and the developing field of administrative 
law. Throughout his time in practice he however found time to 
devote a great deal of energy to the Bar and its functioning. He 
served for a remarkable 14 years on the Bar Council, three years 
(1994-1996) as its chair. He was also a frequent Cape delegate to 
the General Council of the Bar, and served as a member of its 
National Examining Board from 1993 to 1997.

André, Dennis van Reenen and I took silk together on 20 
February 1989. Our application had been delayed from the year 
before. There were two reasons. Another colleague who took silk 
with us was in the throes of a protracted disciplinary complaint 
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(not a good augury, because in due time he was struck off). The 
other problem was that in the week he was due to sign our let-
ters patent, the-then President had a stroke. André always attrib-
uted this to apoplexy – either at his name or mine.

André was not merely successful as an advocate. He was a 
very good advocate, which is sometimes another thing. He was 
always well-prepared; he always thought through the issues. 
He reasoned rigorously, often wrestling at length with himself 
over difficulties. He was a counsel of choice, in particularly the 
large volume of litigation then still conducted in Afrikaans (it 
was in 1990 or 1991 that then-Chief Justice Rabie noted what was 
perhaps the highwater-mark: that in that year no less than 43 
per cent of judgments in the South African Law Reports were in 
Afrikaans).

I think of three cases that reflect André’s qualities as an ad-
vocate. One was Pocock v University of Stellenbosch. It featured an 
unpredictable plaintiff, a difficult field of law, and an irritable 
judge - one unfortunately devoted to conserving his energies for 
a second career in Australia. The issue concerned the legal rela-
tionship between a post-graduate (doctoral) student, his promot-
er and the university. André uncovered the law in this regard, 
going back to the medieval Sorbonne, Leuven and Leiden. The 
judge however dealt with the matter on the basis of a footling 
procedural point, and left the substantive issues unaddressed. 

Difficult for other reasons was Durr and the Black Student Soci-
ety of Stellenbosch v University of Stellenbosch (in which we were on 
opposite sides, he again for the university). It too concerned the 
functioning of the university. But this time the area of discipline, 
entailing an interesting argument regarding the powers of uni-
versities in exercising discipline to attenuate a number of impor-
tant common-law (as they were then) rights, relating to freedom 
of speech, assembly and association. 

A third involved the Coalcor saga. This concerned warring 
coal merchants. The case was thickly infested by leading senior 
counsel, to two of whom André and I were juniors. Mr Acting 
Justice Farlam, as he then was, heard it with enthusiasm. It con-
cerned an interim interdict, but argument raged for four days. 
This was perhaps because, whenever debate showed signs of 
abating, the presiding judge would lend books to those arguing 
from the Bench, whereupon new points would flare up.

André as a person was introspective. One who taught him 
at Stellenbosch recalls him well: “one of the clever ones in class, 
humble, withdrawn”. He was one of the Wilgenhoffers, too, who 
retreated (says his former law lecturer) to their fortress (for its 
lack of architectural aesthetics, known as Bekfluitjie) as soon as 
their lectures were over. He had “an intense privacy”.

Perhaps because of these personal attributes, André loathed 
affectation. Especially in judges. 

Especially that blend of hauteur and instant inaudibility he 
called judgeitis. He was satirical about judicial self-satisfaction. 
He liked to quote the aphorism attributed variously to Oswald 
Pirow (Minister of Justice in the Fusion government in the 1930’s) 
and John Vorster (as Minister of Justice, before he became Prime 
Minister and President): “the trouble with some of the people 
I have appointed as judges is that after three weeks they think 
they are there on merit”. 

André had the great attributes of intellect, integrity and in-
dustry. As a judge he did not use up court room oxygen on his 
own musings on social issues, or presumed judicial wit. He was 
not what Francis Bacon has called the much-speaking judge. 

Judge President Gerald Friedman, who could not be here today, 
writes, simply, that on his court André was a colleague who did 
not once let him down.

Just as he cared deeply about the Bar, he cared deeply about 
the Bench. When a Judge President plunged the Bench into 
national scandal, he was deeply anguished. I speak, of course, 
about the late 1980’s. Contrary to a clear conflict of interest with 
the bank to which his farm was heavily mortgaged, a Judge Pres-
ident took up a commission of enquiry into that bank’s funding 
of “Free Mandela” advertisements.

More recent scandals similarly cast a deep personal shadow 
over him. He grieved for harm to an institution he saw as a high 
office and a public service, from beginning to end. He himself 
lived out what he believed the office requires. 

There is a last dimension of André’s life and career to which I 
should refer. It is a difficult one to mention, but it would be false 
not to do so. It is that André battled an, at times, incapacitating 
condition. Typically he was stoic about it, more concerned about 
not letting others down. Had it been a purely physical condi-
tion, no doubt it would have been easier to bear and for others to 
understand. It is perhaps time that all of us in the legal profession 
acknowledge how stress and affliction take different forms, all of 
which deserve more of our own understanding and support. It 
is all part of what André, quoting a favourite writer, André Mal-
raux, called simply “la condition humaine”.

But André was not all introspection. He had a wicked sense 
of humour. He could mimic to a T a laboured argument by the 
Great Beasts of the Bar, with flailing hooves, the locking of horns 
and often more consequential dust than illumination. He had an 
acute sense of the ridiculous. He liked what happened to Beyers 
JP during an opening of Parliament. Given to drive up Adderley 
Street, Beyers JP found his road blocked by a young policeman 
with an upraised hand. He got out and glowered. The policeman 
explained that the road was shut for the opening of Parliament. 
Beyers asked: “Do you know who I am?”. The young policeman 
confessed that he did not. “I” said Beyers, “am the Judge Presi-
dent. I am on my way to the Supreme Court”. To this the nervous 
constable replied, “Kyk meneer ek sou u nie kan deurlaat nie - 
selfs as u ’n sersant was”.

To Karin, Jacques, Nico, and family, our appreciation, with 
our condolences. We were all fortunate to have lived and worked 
with André Blignault.  A

Jeremy Gauntlett
25 April 2018
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